Each iteration of minimum error rate training involves re-translating a development set. Distributing this work across computational nodes can speed up translation time, but in practice some parts may take much longer to complete than others, leading to computational slack time. To address this problem, we develop three novel algorithms for distributing translation tasks in a parallel computing environment, drawing on research in parallel machine scheduling. We present results showing a substantial speedup in overall decoding time.
Introduction
The task of translation involves translating a source language document f into target language e. Most popular statistical translation techniques select the best translationê for source sentence f according to a linear combination of models ϕ using a set of model weights λ (Och and Ney, 2002) .
Values for λ are obtained by optimizing an objective function such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2001 ) against a development set, most commonly using minimum error rate training (MERT) (Och, 2003) . Each iteration of MERT requires this development set to be re-translated using a new set of λ weights. MERT is one of the slowest components in a typical machine translation training pipeline, and translating the development set is nearly always the slowest step in MERT. We now examine techniques for speeding up the translation process by splitting a source document into parts and distributing the translation of those parts across parallel computational nodes.
Ideally, all parts should take the same amount of time to translate. While naive splitting techniques reduce the time required for each translation iteration by splitting the work between n computational nodes, in practice some parts may take much longer to complete than others. This can lead to significant computational slack time.
To address this problem, we develop three novel algorithms for splitting translation tasks in a parallel computing environment, drawing on research in parallel machine scheduling.
Related Work
Research into parallel machine scheduling problems constitutes a wide and wellstudied field, ranging through various disciplines of engineering, manufacturing, and management in addition to computer science and applied mathematics (Cheng and Sin, 1999) , spanning a wide range of scheduling techniques (Panwalkar and Iskander, 1977) .
We now briefly examine the existing research most relevant to our task. Hu (1961) and Graham (1966; 1969) develop various list scheduling algorithms. This family of algorithms prioritizes jobs into a queue, then assigns jobs to machines in queue order. This approach attempts to evenly balance the load on each execution host (De and Morton, 1980; Cheng and Sin, 1999) . Both Algorithm 1 below and the techniques we develop in Section 3 fall into this family of algorithms.
Algorithm 1
Split input text into n parts such that each part contains the same number of lines. In cases where the total number of lines is not evenly divisible by n, the last part will contain fewer lines than each of the other parts. straightforward to split the data into n parts, and translate each part independently on n computational nodes.
Better Splitting Algorithms
We begin by examining the development set for the NIST OpenMT 2008 UrduEnglish task. When tuning the model weights λ, this development set will be translated numerous times. We observe in Figure 1 that the number of words in each sentence varies widely and unevenly throughout the corpus.
Using Algorithm 1, scripts included with Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) split the corpus into n parts of of ℓ or fewer lines each; ℓ is the smallest integer greater than or equal to s/n, where s is the total number of input sentences. The first ℓ lines comprise the first part, the next ℓ lines comprise the second part, and so on. Thus, each part contains exactly ℓ lines, with the possible exception of the last part, which contains fewer than ℓ lines when s is not evenly divisible by n. Figure 2a shows the amount of time taken to translate each part of the development set, split using Algorithm 1 into 64 parts, using Moses configured with a 5-gram language model. We observe that the shape of Figure 2a generally matches that of Figure  1 . There is substantial variance in translation time between the parts in Figure 2a , with some parts taking nearly 80 seconds and many others finishing in well under 10 seconds. We observe that this disparity is largely due to an imbalance of short versus long sentences between the parts. Because short sentences take less time to translate than long sentences, parts assigned mostly short sentences finish much faster than parts that are assigned many longer sentences.
To remedy this imbalance, we propose Algorithm 2. Prior to splitting the data into parts, Algorithm 2 begins by examining the number of words in each sentence. 
Sentences are sorted according to length, then assigned in turns to parts. This roundrobin distribution of sentences into parts results in the sentence length histograms for each part being approximately equal. While Algorithm 2 attempts to balance short and long sentences across parts, we nevertheless observe non-trivial imbalance in translation times across parts in Figure 2b .
To improve this remaining imbalance, we propose Algorithm 3. In Algorithm 3, sentences are sorted by length into a queue, with longest sentences at the head of the queue. Initially, no sentences have been assigned to any part. The longest sentence, at the head of the queue, is assigned first to a part. As each sentence is assigned to a part, the total number of words assigned to that part is recorded. Each subsequent sentence is removed from the queue and assigned to the part with the least work assigned to it, as measured by number of words. In Figure 2c , we observe that most of the imbalance in translation times across parts has been resolved.
When assigning sentences to jobs, we would ideally like to know how long each sentence will take to process. Algorithms 2 and 3 use the number of words in each sentence as a proxy for processing time. During MERT, the same set of development sentences are translated multiple times. Since each decoding process differs only by the λ weights used, it is reasonable to expect little variation in decoding runtime for any given sentence across all MERT runs. With this in mind, we record the time required to translate each sentence during the first iteration of MERT. In subsequent iterations, Algorithm 4 uses the time recorded to translate a sentence as an estimate of the time it will take to translate that sentence again. Algorithm 4 differs from Algorithm 3 by sorting using these times instead of sentence length. We see in Figure  2d that the time imbalance between parts is virtually non-existent, with all times now within 0.01 seconds of each other.
Experimental Configuration
To observe the effects of splitting algorithms on decoding speed, we translated the NIST OpenMT 2008 development set of Urdu-English data using Moses in a parallel computing cluster, distributing work using the Sun Grid Engine. We ran two decoding setups: a standard configuration using a 5-gram language model, and a much slower syntactic LM configuration following Schwartz et al. (2011) . Figure 2 shows the per-part translation times for all parts of the development set when n = 64. In Figure 3 , we examine the per-part translation times for only the slowest of n translation jobs in each configuration for various values of n, ranging from 2-512. In all configurations, we see that Algorithm 4 provides the fastest performance.
Another metric to use in examining our algorithms is total computational slack time. During MERT, computational slack time arises when some parts of the development set finish translating faster than others. Figure 4 lists the decoding times of the fastest and slowest translation jobs for parts split using each of the four algorithms for various values of n, ranging from 2-512. We see the total cumulative slack time for each of these conditions in Figure 5. . . . . 8 . 16 . 32 . 64 . 128 . 256 . 512 .
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. (Schwartz et al., 2011) in addition to a 5-gram language model. Figure 5 : Cumulative slack CPU time for n processing cores when processing a parallel translation task split into n jobs using various splitting algorithms. Slack CPU time is caused when some jobs finish before others. Zero slack time indicates conditions where all jobs complete simultaneously. 
Conclusion
While statistical translation models could, in theory, condition on previously translated sentences, in practice virtually no widely used models do so. Translation is therefore embarrassingly parallel -a document to be translated can be split into n parts, with each part translated independently on a different computational node.
While such splitting is commonly performed, a suboptimal naive splitting technique (Algorithm 1) is used by all translation software of which we are aware. In this work we have presented three more effective corpus splitting algorithms (Algorithms 2, 3 and 4), enabling substantial speed-ups in parallel decoding time at virtually no additional cost.
We observe that while Algorithm 2 fails to improve over Algorithm 1 for a standard Moses configuration for small values of n, for values of n > 8, and for all values of n using the slow syntactic language model, Algorithm 2 represents a clear improvement. Results for Algorithm 3 show further speedups over Algorithms 1 and 2 in most configurations. Algorithm 4 is the clear winner, nearly eliminating slack time in many cases.
While the most effective algorithm (Algorithm 4) requires per-sentence decode times from previous decodes, in most realistic settings, Algorithm 3 provides much of the benefit of Algorithm 4 in terms of decreased computational slack time while requiring little changes to existing decoding scripts which use the naive Algorithm 1.
Implementations in Ruby and Java of all four splitting algorithms are provided at http://github.com/dowobeha/balance-corpus.
